eye-share Advisory
We offer increased value by helping your company to harvest
the full potential of eye-share
To use eye-share for handling incoming invoices and other document types is an investment that offer great opportunities but also some challenges. Corporate changes may take time to be accepted by everyone, and it will often require some work
to get the effect we want from new implementations.
Normally we experience that it is relatively easy to notice the first effect when implementing eye-share. The scanning of
documents, everything becomes electronic, the workflow is automated and the approval of invoices is faster than before.
Better control, easier accessibility and faster approval is often the immediate effect.
In Eye-share we are not satisfied with this. We want to contribute to an increased effect that often happens after this initial
phase – and help guide your company in phase two. When the organization has become accustomed to the new tools, know
the basics and have taken care of the first initial challenges. Many companies are happy to stops here – but it is at this stage
we want to streamline the processes further and ensure that users learn how to work most efficiently and use the system to
its fullest.
Eye-share’s Advisers helps your company to harvest the full potential of eye-share in a safe and secure manner. For a business
to succeed in its area it requires an continuous and harmonious interaction between people, organization and technology.
Different companies experiences different challenges, and Eye-share have extensive experience in identifying and solving
these challenges together with our clients. The eye-share solution should support your business needs and help to develop
these further.
Eye-share’s Advisory department offers a one day workshop with the client to reach phase two. We will walk through the
system’s setup today and reveal efficiency opportunities related to use and technical setup.

OUR CONTRIBUTION WILL BE:

WE OFFER:

• Problem understanding and solution orientation based on

• A one day workshop with the client

experience from a number of similar implementations
• Thoroughness and professional expertise

• A written report with areas for improvement and suggestions
for solutions

• Commitment and curiosity for your business

• Review of the report with the customer

• We work together with the client for the best solution

• Fixed Cost: 2.500USD + travel expenses
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